THOMSON Reuters EIKON
FOR RETAIL TRADERS

Professional Power to the private trader
Loaded with real-time news & data, fundamentals, economic reporting, analytics, and much more. Thomson
Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders is quite simply the most powerful platform available to the private trader.
Thomson Reuters Eikon redefines how
you look at the market

We’ve placed the most comprehensive
market information, news, analytics, and
fundamentals available in a desktop, and
made them as simple to use as the internet.
YOUR SINGLE DESTINATION FOR ALL THE
CONTENT YOU NEED

Now you can find the essential news, data,
commentary, and analytics you need, all in
one place. Search all content in powerful
new ways. Each result delivers related
content, anticipating your next step.
superior analytics with Metastock pro

With the optional MetaStock Pro software
package, you have the analytic trifecta called
the PowerTools.
FREEDOM TO BE COMPLETELY MOBILE

Access your desktop at work, at home, or on
your mobile device,maintaining all of your
preferences and permissions.
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Completely customizable workspace
You know best when it comes setting up your workspace. With Thomson Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders you
can choose from one of our default desktops, or customize to meet you personal style.
From home you can:
• Browse for information on asset classes and
countries
• View asset-related news
• Access market data analysis tools, such as
calculators and real-time charts
• Create custom screens
• Manage your profile
• Discover the latest Thomson Reuters product
updates
• Access Thomson Reuters support services

Make the home page you own
Customizing your workspace is easy,
and the changes apply even when you
log in on another computer.
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find what you want, when you want, how you want
Thomson Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders search is a high-speed, integrated information and data retrieval
service.
search functions
• Comprehensive search across categories, asset
classes, news, commentaries, people, local files,
and Market Tools (Overview pages, Monitors,
Charts, Calculators)
• Specify your search in each of the categories and
your result will be clustered making it easy for you
to drill down
• Simple keyword or code-based searches
• More advanced criteria-based searches
• Export large lists from your search results to Excel
or MetaStock Pro

Detailed search criteria
Searches can be as broad or specific as
you need. The criteria are almost endless and completely customizable
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Flexible, ORGANIZED, READY TO WORK
The Flex document sample library provides a set of pre-defined flex documents with content, categorized per
asset-class and region. You can also make your own Flex documents with any assets you choose.
Flex documents offer the following
• A ’Favorites’ feature has been introduced for
instant access to your preferred files
• Tab-based document management. Tabbed
browsing offers visibility and allows you to perform
multiple tasks at once
• Full screen mode will hide applications menus and
toolbars and get a much clearer overview of the
document you are looking at
• ‘A help balloon’ has been plugged to particular
tasks to provide guidance on the management of
your workspace
• The Thomson Reuters Drive is a personal hosted
storage facility where you can store your work
remotely, which allows you to access your files from
any location

tabbed browsing
Put the info you want up
front while keeping the
rest close at hand.

MAKE EACH WINDOW YOUR OWN
Each Flex document can have as many windows as you
want, and each contains completely customizable assets.
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Detailed company information for one-stop research
Thomson Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders gives you an incredibly comprehensive list of financials and news
The company overview page
• At a glance, view price, charts, history, financial,
news & research, recent developments,
recommendations, relative valuation, and more
• From the overview page, you can easily navigate
to detailed information on price, news, debt
structure, estimates, fundamentals, competitors,
officers, filings, events, transactions, ownership,
and derivatives
• Quickly switch to a graphic representation of all
data and trends
• View how many analysts recommend buy, sell or
hold

Analysis at a glance
Quickly see what analysts say about how a company
compares to industry standards and if it is a buy, sell, or
hold candidate.
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Keeping tabs on the economy has never been easier
The Economic Monitor allows to you keep track of all reporting, indicators, and economic events

The economic monitor
• “My Economic Monitor” provides a list of all
reports sorted by regions and countries.
• Filter reports on a variety of variables, including %
surprise
• Drill down to a specific indicator to see a history
and description in any country
• The “Economic Events” tab give you a list global
events with filters on economic sectors and period

Summary and news
View Release Summary, Reuters Poll, and
Economic News in one
location.

Sort and filter economic reports
Sort and filter by date, time, indicator, period,
actual, Reuters Poll, and more.
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Metastock pro + Thomson reuters eikon = an unbeatable analysis tool
Add the optional MetaStock Pro software package, and take your technical analysis to a whole new level with
the time-tested PowerTools: The MetaStock Explorer™, The Expert Adivsor™, and the System Tester™.
There are 1000’s of stocks, currencies,
options, and futures out there. Which
ones do you choose?

With the MetaStock Explorer™ you can use
your criteria to scan a universe of securities
to find the ones that fit your strategy.
Expert advice is right at your finger
tips

The MetaStock Expert Advisor™ gives you
the input of industry professionals when and
where you need it. Display the industries
most popular systems and charting styles
with the click of a mouse.
Test and compare BEFORE you spend you
first trading

With the exclusive MetaStock Enhanced
System Tester™ you can create, back-test,
compare, and perfect your strategies before
you risk any money in the markets. Change
and edit variables such as entry, exit,
expanded stops, order sizes, commissions
and more. The reports generated are
comprehensive and presented in an easy-toread, intuitive format.
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the power console
The MetaStock Power Console takes everything that is great about
MetaStock Pro and puts it in one convenient spot, waiting for you when you
open the application. You can open a chart, start a scan, run a test, review
reports, make custom lists, and more... from one convenient dashboard.
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For more information about Thomson Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders call: 1 (800) 508-9180 (US &CA) +01 (801) 265-9996 (Intl.)
See a video demonstration of Thomson Reuters Eikon for Retail Traders: www.metastock.com/eikon-RT
For more information about Thomson Reuters MetaStock Pro: www.metastock.com
facebook.com/metastock • twitter.com/metastock • youtube.com/metastock • metastocksoftware.blogspot.com
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